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ABSTRACT

A simple melodic transcription method for monophonic
phrases is presented. The fundamental frequency and en-
ergy variations are computed to accomplish such task. First,
both methods are individually studied to find their strong
and weak characteristics. Finally, a mixing method for
both strategies is proposed. This mixing method is able
to balance the weight of each strategy in order to improve
the results for each analyzed phrase.

1. FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY

The fundamental frequency f0 of a periodic signal is the
inverse of its period, which may be defined as the smallest
positive member of the infinite set of time shifts that leave
the signal invariant. This definition applies only to per-
fectly periodic signals. However, music or speech are not
perfectly periodic, and this is why f0 estimation becomes
a challenge in this field. The concept of subjective pitch
of a sound usually depends on its fundamental frequency.
Over a wide range, they are related in a one-to-one rela-
tion. Thus, in this document we will often use the pitch
term to refer to the fundamental frequency. In many cases,
f0 estimation algorithms are also often referred as pitch
detection algorithms.

1.1 Extraction

We have tested six different f0 estimation algorithms: Yin,
Spectral Comb, Schmitt, Fast Harmonic Comb, Yin with
FFT and MELODIA 1 . The First five are included in the
aubio 2 library. After testing all of them with five different
melodies, the ones that perform best appear to be Fast Har-
monic Comb, MELODIA and Yin. However, MELODIA
has a limitation of a maximum frequency of 1760 Hz and
it is not giving values for higher frequencies. Comparing
Yin and Fast Harmonic Comb algorithms, this last one has
shown more accurate estimations and is the one we have
chosen for this task (see Figure 1).

1 http://www.mtg.upf.edu/technologies/melodia
2 http://aubio.org/
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Figure 1. Yin (green), Fast Harmonic Comb (blue) and
Spectral peaks (red).

1.2 Postprocessing

In order to obtain a proper decision function for the tran-
scription some post processing is applied to the output sig-
nal of the Fast Harmonic Comb algorithm.

1.2.1 Smoothing

As the algorithm doesn’t provide a perfect estimation for
every frame, the first step is to smooth the estimation sig-
nal. A median filter over 15 frames has been computed
(see Figure 2). With this smoothing, frames with unex-
pected values like octave errors and wrong estimations are
fixed. The f0 estimation signal becomes more stable.

1.2.2 Derivation

In order to track frequency variations, the fundamental fre-
quency derivative is computed. The output function will
have peaks in the frames where there is a change in the f0
values.

1.2.3 Peak detection

To detect the exact position of these changes a peak de-
tection of this derivation function is computed. As we are
interested in any kind of pitch change (an increase or de-
crease in frequency) the absolute value of the function is
obtained in advance. At this stage we already had a deci-
sion function. We will check for local maximum that will
provide us the exact frame where a frequency change hap-
pens.



Figure 2. original f0 estimation (top), smoothed (middle)
and derivation (bottom) functions.

2. ENERGY

In this section the strategy of using the wave energy for
note segmentation is evaluated.

2.1 Extraction

The energy strategy tries to take advantage of the fact that
when a new note is played there is an increase in loudness
for most instruments. To extract the amplitude of a sound
(later converted to loudness) we can use different descrip-
tors:

• Energy:
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• Root Mean Square (RMS):
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• Wave envelope:

env(m) =
1
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Usually energy is used to obtain the waveform ampli-
tude. We run several tests changing the descriptor and
found no significant difference in our results. In fact, if
we see this descriptors as a function applied to the wave-
form values (see Figure 3) the energy is lowering the mid-
dle values. As there is no reason to do such a thing we
chose the simplest (and computationally cheapest) descrip-
tor: wave envelope. Despite of that, in this document we
will refer to the result obtained here as energy.

2.2 Postprocessing

Once we have energy computed we need to manipulate it
in order to detect were variations occur.

Figure 3. Energy descriptors’ functions. Blue line: wave-
form envelope and RMS. Red line: energy. X axis repre-
sents the original waveform values (with range [-1,1]) and
y axis the transformation that descriptors produce. This is
a simplistic case with window size = 1.

2.2.1 Loudness

To make our system detect variations similarly to humans
we transformed logarithmically energy (this is an approx-
imation of our perception). It is interesting to point out
that this function transforms values in an opposite fashion
(not exactly opposed) than the energy descriptor (power 2
function), thus another reason to peak waveform envelope
instead.

2.2.2 Smoothing and derivation

Energy is a descriptor that already uses a mean filter and,
thus, smooths. The next step was to compute the derivative
(remember we want variations), but this produced a fast
changing signal that needed to be re-smoothed. At first,
we tried with another mean filter, but we finally found that
the best results were obtained through differentiation with
windows. This consists on computing the difference of the
average of two windows (left and right) at each side of cur-
rent sample. In all cases we found that a good window size
was 25ms (half of the onset tolerance used later in section
4)

2.2.3 Peak detection

At this stage we already had the decision function. A lo-
cal maximum means an increase in loudness and corre-
sponds to an onset and a local minimum means a decrease
in loudness and corresponds to an offset. For detecting
those peaks we decided to use a different approach (than
the one used in fundamental frequency); instead of search-
ing for any local maximum we only took the greatest max-
imum given a window size (in our case a 100ms window).
This solved two problems: first, high frequency changes
that might still remain after smoothing can produce lots of
local small peaks in larger lobes, and second, this larger
lobes can appear too close even though they represent a
single onset/offset.

2.2.4 Tempo matching

Finally, we tested a post-processing approach based on on-
sets regularity. Assuming that the waveform has a constant



Figure 4. Energy peak detection with tempo matching.
Red: onsets, green: offsets, purple: onset tempo function,
orange: offset tempo function

tempo, we can deduce the beats per minutes (BPM) from
onsets’ positions and discard those onsets that are too far
from a simple integer multiple or divisor of BPM. We im-
plemented a simple algorithm of that idea were we com-
pute the sum of the distance of each onset with its two
closest neighbors, and then we discard those onsets whose
value is far away from the mean. We can see in Figure 4
how this method just removes the only remaining incorrect
onset and offset. Despite of that, the implementation was
too simplistic and did not behave good enough for other
melodies.

3. MERGING DECISION FUNCTIONS

In order to obtain a more robust decision function we will
implement a function that merges the ones obtained from
the pitch and energy descriptors. The sum of both deci-
sion functions has appeared to be the most significative ap-
proach to merge them. We will first normalize both func-
tions in order to balance them afterwards. This way, coin-
cident peaks are enhanced and lower possible false peaks
only contained by one function are lowered. For the imple-
mentation, a linear interpolation of the f0 decision func-
tion has been computed. This function provides a value for
each frame, while the one for the energy does it for each
sample. We also had to take into account that the Fast Har-
monic Comb algorithm does not provide an output for all
the frames, but just for the voiced ones. In case where an
unvoiced frame it gives no output and jumps to the next
voiced one. Thus, we had to add zeros in those unvoiced
frames before the interpolation.

Every instrument and every phrase have their own re-
quirements for the transcription. For example, it will be
more convenient to transcribe a piano from the energy de-
cision function (percussive onsets) than from the pitch. In
contrast, due to the strong energy variations (tremolo), a
flute will be easier to transcribe by taking the pitch. This
is why, in our implementation, a mix coefficient to bal-
ance the sum of both decision functions can be specified.
This parameter will assign a weight to each of the decision
functions (see Figure 5)

Figure 5. Decision functions: Merged (red), f0 estima-
tion (blue) and energy (green). Peak detection: Threshold
value (black-dotted horizontal), peaks (red dots), annotated
onsets (red lines) and ground-truth (black-dotted vertical).

3.1 Postprocessing

As a first postprocessing step, we will smooth the decision
function. This way, double peaks for the same variations
that are close in time, but not exactly in the same position,
are avoided. We have used a mean filter over a 25 ms.
sliding window to compute this smoothing.

For locating the peaks, we will use the same peak de-
tection algorithm implemented for the energy (see subsec-
tion 2.2.3) Due to this, we do not need to care about the
presence of double peaks, this function already solves this
problem.

4. EVALUATION

For evaluating the performance of our system we used the
method proposed in MIREX 2012 Audio Onset Detection 3 .
This evaluation checks that every ground truth onset has a
corresponding detected onset in a range of 50ms. We did
not check the frequency of the notes as we used a 3rd party
frequency detection algorithm. The final evaluation is done
through the f-measure formula also proposed in MIREX.

4.1 Results

For obtaining the results we have selected 5 melodies from
the database provided. The melodies are ’melody4’ (Flute),
’melody12’ (Oboe), ’melody18’ (Piano playing sustained),
’melody19’ (Piano playing fast) and ’melody23’ (Strings).
The reasons to choose this melodies are the presence of
different instruments and that we have access to the anno-
tated files 4 . This annotated files will be considered to be
the ground-truth for our tests.

First, for each phrase, we will specify the mix coeffi-
cient for obtaining the merge function. For the flute phrase
(’melody4’) the energy decision function is too unstable.
For this reason, the mix coefficient is set so that only the
pitch decision function is taken. In contrast, for the piano
playing sustained (’melody18’), both pitch and energy de-
cision functions are stable, but the energy one provides a
more clear solution. In this case, the mixing coefficient
has been set to 60 % of energy function and 40 % of pitch
function. The weights are equally balanced for all the rest
of them, that is, 50% of each decision function.

3 http://www.music-ir.org/mirex/wiki/2012:Audio Onset Detection
4 Annotations provided by E. Gómez



melody 4 12 18 19 23 mean
precision 1.00 0.94 1.00 1.00 0.79 0.95
recall 0.86 1.00 0.76 0.98 0.92 0.91
f-measure 0.92 0.97 0.88 0.99 0.85 0.92

Table 1. Precision, recall and f-measure for each evaluated
melody using manually annotated threshold and mixcoef.

As a first approach, once the merged decision function
is defined, we have manually selected the threshold for
each of the melodies in order to obtain the best possible
results. For this case, we obtain a precision of 0.95, re-
call f 0.91 and a 0.92 f-measure values averaged over all
melodies (see Table 1)

As a second approach, we have tried to automatize the
process by setting up an automatic threshold value. By
looking at the values of the manually selected thresholds,
we have tried to relate them to any parameter that can be
extracted directly from the merged decision function. We
have observed that the mean of this function appears to be
not very far away from the optimal threshold. For this rea-
son, we have performed a grid search by multiplying the
mean by a factor (from 0.9 to 1.25). Table 2 shows that the
best recall is obtained for 0.9 and 0.95 multiplier factors,
the best precision is obtained for 1.25 and the best balance
between both, that is, the best f-measure is obtained for
1.15. We can see how by setting up the automatic thresh-
old the performance of our algorithm decreases from an
f-measure of 0.92 to 0.78.

5. CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Fundamental frequency (Jakue)

We can observe how fundamental frequency or pitch vari-
ations can allow us to perform note segmentation in some
cases. Even though the implementation or evaluation of
the pitch estimation algorithm was not our goal neither our
task, we have to take into account that it is still an unsolved
problem. The Fast Harmonic Comb pitch estimation algo-
rithm performs correctly but not perfectly. For this reason,
in order to minimize the unexpected values of the estimator
the smoothing step has to be taken.

The decision function obtained from fundamental fre-
quency variations appears to be specially useful for sounds
with fixed-pitch instruments or for any instrument when
notes are played in a non-arpeggiated way. When the tran-
sition between notes is clear, for example, the flute in ’melody4’
has a very unstable energy, but clear pitch variations that
allow a proper segmentation.

However, for arpeggiated notes or when notes overlap
due to reverberation effects, the pitch estimation algorithm
approach we have used fails. For this case a polyphonic
approach may be taken into account. In the case when big
vibratos appear, the decision function can appear to be too
noisy. We may not be able to determine if the frequency
change is just over the same note (vibrato) or it is already
a new one.

5.2 Energy (Hector)

Experiments analyzed in this report confirm our inital the-
ory that stated that amplitude variations are useful to per-
form note segmentation. We analyzed three descriptors to
measure the amplitude envelope: energy, root mean square,
and waveform envelope. Even though the descriptor that is
usually used is energy we observed it transforms the orig-
inal signal reducing middle valued amplitudes, producing
a undesired deformation. In opposite, RMS and waveform
envelope behave more linearly, thus we finally chose the
waveform envelope descriptor because it is the cheapest to
compute of both.

Next, we realized that making our system respond to
amplitude in a similar way to human loudness perception,
i.e. logarithmically, produced bette results. Moreover, as
a waveform can rapidly vary we needed to get rid of high
frequency components to make loudness variations appear
uniform and stable lobes. For that purpose we derivated
with a two windows mean difference and used local win-
dow peak detection.

Energy, as a method for note segmentation, is useful for
those sounds with a strong and quick attack (e.g piano) but
performs poorly when it is not present (e.g. flute). As this
method is based on loudness variation, stable sounds are
required and, thus, signals presenting strong tremolos are
not very suitable for it. From another point of view, this
method can approximately perform as good as we are able
to visually distinguish notes from a graphic representation
of the waveform. It is also interesting to point out that the
energy method, as opposite to the frequency method, is not
also able to detect notes onsets but also offsets; an extra
information that could be used for further post-processing
and improvement. Eventually, it is important to distinguish
which instruments or sounds are suitable for this method
before using it.

5.3 Final (together)

In this lab we have approached the problem of melody tran-
scription from and audio source. This involves two main
problems: extracting the pitch and segmenting the notes.

First, in order to obtain pitch we evaluated different fun-
damental frequency estimation methods, mainly based on
autocorrelation and spectral analysis. Even though we fi-
nally chose Fast Harmonic Comb, our decision was based
on its better overall performance for our small set of exam-
ples. Currently, there is no method that performs better for
all cases and, because of that, it is always crucial to con-
sider which audio material will be analyzed to use the most
suitable method.

Second, we studied note segmentation using two differ-
ent methods: fundamental frequency variations and energy
variations. Both methods have its weak and strong points
but, what is more important, they are different. This fact
allowed us to merge them in a way that, first, segmentation
was more reliable when both coincided, and second, we
could balance the decision impact of every method based
on the kind of source that was analyzed.



th. mul 0.9 0.95 1.0 1.05 1.1 1.15 1.2 1.25
prec. 0.30 0.47 0.53 0.70 0.76 0.81 0.82 0.83
recall 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.88 0.83 0.79 0.75
f-meas. 0.57 0.58 0.64 0.76 0.77 0.78 0.77 0.75

Table 2. Precision, recall and f-measure mean of the five
melodies. Each column is computed for a different thresh-
old result of a value (th. mul) that multiplies the mean of
the decision function

The problem of melody transcription is not a well de-
fined problem. This means that even us cannot agree on
how to do it manually. We have experimented that by our-
selves when we have faced some ground truths that we
would have annotated differently. Despite of that, our main
conclusion is that there is no general approach for melody
transcription. Choosing proper methods for every source
is a crucial element. For that reason, we think that our pro-
posed merging strategy plays a main role on improving the
results. Furthermore, we believe that introducing new de-
scriptors would be the next obvious step. Finally, a strategy
for automatically balancing each descriptor in the merging
function would led to a more general solution.

6. APPENDIX

To satisfy the reproducibility of this report we provied open
access to its implementation code 5

5 https://github.com/hector/ama/tree/bf1188b0676772e0a02c342b7d84c91572a58071


